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Grade 7 Fabric Design: Printing on Cloth

Adire Cloth, Yoruba, Nigeria

Artwork Overview:
Please refer to the following pages.
About the Artist:
Please refer to the following pages.

Topics for Discussion:

1. The Adire cloth is an example of an ancient fabric design technique. Do you
think fabric is printed today in America using this technique? (Batik technique is
still used today in America and other countries to die patterns on fabrics.)

2. Has the artist planned the designs in the pattern, or is the design never exactly
the same?

3. What part does repetition play in the pattern of this cloth?
4. Can you find geometric shapes in the pattern? Organic shapes?
5. If you were to print your own fabric what patterns and designs would you use?

•

Hands-on Art Activity: Print an Adire Pattern on Cloth

Materials: White cotton fabric or white paper (app. 7" x 14")
Black acrylic paint or thick tempera paint
Paint trays (meat trays, shallow pans)
Corrugated cardboard pieces
Masking tape
Newspapers to protect desks
Paper towels

This project works well with students working in groups or at centers.

1. Corrugated cardboard can be separated to make flexible, textured shapes. Roll
and tape the cardboard to make round spiral shapes, bend to make triangles and
squares. Allow the students to experiment with design possibilities.

2. Place paint in tray and distribute evenly.
3. Place shape to be printed into the paint.
4. Print shape onto fabric. Establish a pattern where shapes will be repeated in the

design.



Art of the Yoruba
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They are renowned for their warmth and
hospitality and call themselves the Kaaro
o o jiire? ones because of their customary

greeting ("Good morning, how are you?").

With a history of urbanization that dates

back as early as the ninth century, Yoruba-
speaking peoples, popularly known as the

Yoruba, today number about twenty-five
million and occupy the southwestern parts of

Nigeria and the southern parts of the Repub-

lic of Benin. For centuries the Yoruba region

(see map) has been divided into kingdoms,
each with its own divine ruler and councils of
elders and chiefs, as well as its own interpreta-
tion of a shared cultural and artistic heritage.

Though the extent of their influence has

changed, many of these kingdoms still exist
today, and Yoruba culture and art flourish.
The impact of the Yoruba has also been felt in
the Western Hemisphere, especially in Brazil,

Cuba, and Haiti, where the descendants of

Yoruba slaves have maintained strong affinities

to the beliefs and practices of their ancestors.

Yoruba art ranges from high abstraction
to symbolism to realism.1 This article exam-

ines selected examples of Yoruba masterpieces
to understand the aesthetic and cosmological
views of the Yoruba people, who regard life as
a long and precarious trail, traveling along the
brittle surface of the spherical calabash. He

ayefele ("Life is delicate"), Yoruba people say;

Yoruba art is a metaphor for this journey.2

According to the Yoruba, the pilgrimage
of life begins at birth, which implies that even
infants are fellow travelers who must carry

their own baggage and map their own way

through a perilous course. Life, however, is

not an uncharted voyage, even though every

person must seek his or her own destination.
The gods (known as the orisa), the ancestors,

and the elders have already made the journey

and have produced maps of the terrestrial

geography. Inscribed in the forms of visual

arts, these maps are the guides that the Yoruba
follows from birth to death, when he or she
returns home. It is said that the infant at birth
is so baffled and overwhelmed by the epic

scale of the journey ahead and the apparent

confusion of the terrain, that he or she cries
out in anguish, Mo worn e, mo woru e! ("I am
done for, woe is me!"), assuming that he or she
is alone and helpless. The lamentation ceases

when the child realizes that, while he or she
takes the first tottering steps into an intimidat-

ing wilderness, the mother is present as a nur-
turer, shield, and guide. The infant becomes
even more confident upon learning that there

is an elaborate support system, including
extended-family structures, ancestral and

divine interventions, and artistic rituals and

To look at Yoruba art is to dance, sing,
and chant poetry with one's eyes. The mind is treated

to the fullest orchestrations of intense feelings.
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paraphernalia that render the road more com-

prehensible and the voyage less threatening.
These rituals and paraphernalia serve as

the milestones marking the major episodes
along the journey of life. Yoruba people say,
Otooto la rin wa, He aye la pade ("We came
separately and have met in the confluence of
this world"). Since they are all pilgrims, they
have organized themselves into a society, or a
band of fellow travelers, following the foot-
steps and road signs strewn along the way by
those who traveled ahead of them. Since this
journey is a metaphysical or psychic migration,
the appropriate traffic signs are metaphorical
ones, ritually situated and symbolically planted
in the landscapes of the travelers1 minds. In this
realm, motion is dance, and the sound pro-
duced by footsteps is music.

Yoruba art is therefore not only visual,
but includes song, poetry, and dance.3 The very
form of the objects establishes verbal and chor-
eographic meaning. To look at Yoruba art is to
dance, sing, and chant poetry with one s eyes.
The aesthetic experience is celebrated with
every pore of the body and the mind treated to
the fullest orchestrations of intense feelings,
expressed in symbols of diaspora or of con-
stant movement. In other words, Yoruba art
manifests, at its best, the fullest possible sense
of perpetual emigration.

Because Yoruba art is one of motion, and
the Yoruba aesthetic is one of transgressing
boundaries, Yoruba artworks also represent
the unknown, the future, the yet-to-be-arrived-
at. For the Yoruba, the future can be revealed
largely through performances and divination
rituals. The act of painting, sculpting, or pot-
making is therefore performative. A good
example is the way in which sculptors main-
tain a percussive rhythm with their tools when
they carve, as if drumming. Similarly, black-
smiths sing to the rhythm they generate while
operating the bellows, which is said to be
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chanting, Fina, fina> fina ("Fan the flame, fan
the flame, fan the flame"). But it is mainly
through rituals of divination that the unknown

manifests itself best, for the diviner, known as

the bahalawo, can reveal the future of each

Yoruba pilgrim through his knowledge of the

past. The diviner's ability is predicated on his
identification with Eleriipin, the one who wit-

nessed the genesis of life.4 Since the babalawo

knows the beginning of life, he is also able to

determine its impending course by using an

elaborate array of art forms.

The babalawo claims the center of the

Yoruba psychic migration because of his onto-

logical perception (that is, his understanding
of the nature of being). The one who knows

where the people are coming from is in the best

position to know where they are going. With

him lies the key to any understanding of the

logic of the migration and of the forces that

facilitate its operation.
At the head of the human world is the

king, known as the Oba, whose actions reserve

to him, and him alone, the employment of cer-

tain art forms (their use by anyone else is a

serious crime). Representations of kings abound
in Yoruba art; a fine example is found in the

work of Olowe of Ise, whose veranda-post

sculpture of a monarch is examined below

(cat. no. 25). Perhaps most exclusive to the
ruler is the crown, called ade, a conical head-
gear that distinguishes the sovereign from oth-
ers. Also discussed below is an example of the

ade (cat. no. 26), a splendid work that is intri-

cately detailed with expensive beads of various

kinds and colors. Just beneath the king in the

social hierarchy is the council of chiefs, com-
posed of members of the Ogboni society. They

too use art forms that elaborate their titles and

offices, such as a wrapper in the Art Institute's

collection (cat. no. 27).

Representations of Yoruba divinities ele-
vate metaphors of change to a more mytho-

graphic level. Four hundred and one divini-
ties, meaning a countless number, populate

the Yoruba mind. They include Egungun (cat.

no. 30), Esu (see cat. nos. 26 and 32), and Ibeji

(cat. no. 34). In their use of exciting, spectacu-

lar, and corpulent forms to represent these
divinities, Yoruba artists reproduce the road
signs encountered by many on their psychic

journey. Riding on the wings of time, the

Yoruba cultural system is one of mimicry that
nonetheless allows and provokes artists to

push the limits of political, spiritual, and

ancestral images. Nitori awon to m bo lehin

(for the benefit of those coming behind), these
artists, served by an eloquent aesthetic tradi-

tion, portray the constant flux of Yoruba life

as their people metaphorically travel along

the brittle back of a gourd.

FIGURE i
The beaded crown

of the Orangun-Ila

with its beaded veil that

obscures the face

of the king, or Oba.

The bird on the top

of the crown has the

long, white tail feathers

of the okin, which

is often referred to as

"the royal bird.**

Ila-Orangun, Nigeria,

1977. Photo: John

Pemberton III.
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35. Wrapper (Adire Eteso)

This boldly patterned woman's wrapper is

made using a technique called adire eleso, in
which select parts of a cotton fabric are sewn
together so tightly that those areas will resist
dye. It is related to another type of resist dyeing
favored by Yoruba women called adire eleko,
in which a starch paste is applied to block out a

pattern before dyeing.
This adire eleso wrapper was made

employing the technique of pleating and seed-
ing. To make the wrapper's horizontal lines,
the artist used a needle and raffia string to care-
fully and tightly sew the pleats together. She
then repeated the pleating in the opposite direc-

tion, that is, \ crtically. I n t h i s \V3\-, the art ist cre-

ated a grklhk;. pa t t e rn , w i t h i n wh ich she could

add details ir : wo \va\ v In t h e * i r s t , she c o n t i n -

ued to use tr.c p l ea tmu methoxi. Inn in a more

decorative manner. In the second, a t echnique

called seeding, she inserted i n t o the fabr ic a\.

number ot pebbles, and then stitched around

each one with a needle to form a chain of small

circles. In these ways, she s k i l l f u l l y fashioned

symbols such as the star and crossroads in lin-f

ear designs that are broad, bold, and straight.
The seeding method allowed her to create

v_

round shapes resembling t iny heads that appear

*o have been carcfullv strung together.~ ~

When the artist completed all the pleating

and scedinc. >hc soaked the fabric in indigo.
C7 ~

After this, she dried i t in the ^ u n . Later she

removed the pitches to reveal t he entire design.
V

This ingenious technique allows indigo to seep

only p a r t i a l ' v in to the p lea ted and s t i tched

areas, leaving a soft, white pi::ern against a

luminous background of dark blue.

35. Wrapper

(Adire Eleso)

Niucr:^: Yoruba
C

Mid-ra-cnticth century

Conon. plain weave;

tic-dyed (resist

wrapping done '^•ith

raffia :hreads);

179 \ 164.5 cm

(70" - \ 64^/4 in.
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